Nusantara Token ($NUSA) is a cryptocurrency that runs on the Tron network (TRC20) with a
total supply of 1,000,000 and has been listed on several popular crypto exchanges including
JustSwap, OneSwap, CCTip and others.
NUSA is entirely created with the aim of being a token swap & as a community token that can
also be traded on crypto exchanges. NUSA is not a digital asset that represents a real project
(asset digitization), it's just a token swap!
The background of the creation of NUSA is that we want to create a token swap with an iconic
Indonesian name that will be a common pride for all Indonesian crypto lovers. The name
Nusantara itself is taken from the term used to describe the archipelago stretching from Sumatra
to Papua, which is now largely part of the Indonesian state. For Indonesians and the Asean
region, of course, they are familiar with the name Nusantara.
Nusantara consists of the word nusa which means island, namely islands, and between which
means other or opposite.
The use of the name Nusantara for our tokens is none other than to invite Indonesian crypto
lovers and traders to unite and want to collect and trade tokens made by the nation's children,
named NUSA. The crypto community in Indonesia itself is very large in number and actively
trades on various existing crypto exchanges. We hope that with an iconic name, NUSA will later
become a token of the crypto community that will be proud of because of a sense of nationalism,
a strong sense of belonging so it is not just a matter of price or ranking on a high crypto
exchange index, so someone will buy & hold NUSA. because of "a sense of pride".
And here are the technical details about Nusantara Token (NUSA)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name: Nusantara Token
Symbol: NUSA
Blockchain: Tron
Type: TRC20
Decimal: 6
Total Supply: 1,000,000
Current Circulation: ≥ 20,000
Smart Contract: TRAJJ5GuGBR3QpH7EGTNVFx43jXNk5arc9

More details can be seen on Tronscan
The source code can be found on the Github Repository Nusantara Token

NUSA Is a Cryptocurrency
In addition to trading, NUSA as a blockchain-based crypto currency can of course be used for
online payments / transactions such as tokens / coins that are already popular, for example Doge,
TRX, Bitcoin and others where previously there was an agreement between the two parties to use
NUSA in their transactions. .

And it is not impossible in the future if NUSA has a large enough audience, we will create our
own DAPP, an example of an online store where NUSA can be used as the main digital currency
for buying and selling at the online shop.

NUSA For Crypto Trading
As mentioned above, NUSA was created with the aim of being limited to Token Swap!
You can use NUSA for Trading or Add Liquidity at JustSwap, CCTip Swap and others. We
strongly encourage crypto traders and crypto lovers to have NUSA as a mainstay digital asset to
take advantage of NUSA price fluctuations on the exchange.
NUSA is made using smart contract technology that runs on the Tron network chain which is
known to be faster, safer and cheaper in transaction fees than other blockchains. In addition, the
Tron ecosystem which continues to grow rapidly is a promising thing that TRC20 Tokens have
more good prospects in the future.
We realize that the current crypto project competition is quite tough and we realize that our little
project will be difficult to compete on the crypto exchange. However, we are still optimistic that
NUSA will have a special place among crypto lovers. Our marketing methodology and strategy
must be creative with “out the box” ideas so that here we will not say exaggerated things about
NUSA, we will not say anything great that is just nonsense but here we assure you that we are
serious and passionate with the NUSA project !!

The NUSA Ecosystem
# 1. Trading
Currently, NUSA can be traded on quite popular crypto exchanges including OneSwap ,
JustSwap , CCTip Swap
# 2. Storage
NUSA is a TRON token, all dapps and crypto wallets support the TRON protocol so that NUSA
can also be stored receive / send. You can use popular crypto wallets
like Tronlink , TrustWallet and others to store, receive and send NUSA quickly and securely.
# 3. Explore
You can explore any information related to NUSA via block explorer to find information such as
supply, price charts, user transaction data and statistics
on Tronscan , Coinranking , Blockspot and others.

ALLOCATION
The total supply of NUSA is 1 million tokens and currently there is circulation of 20,000 tokens
or 100% of NUSA's circulation target in the first quarter or 2% of the circulation target in 2021.
The following is the distribution scheme for NUSA's 100 thousand supply in 2021:

•

•
•

•

20% (20,000 nusa) will be circulated in the first quarter by way of distribution through
pre-sales, supplying NUSA to justswap, oneswap and cctip exchanges as well as for
bounty programs on social media.
10% (10,000 nusa) will be distributed by way of open sale, for promotional activities and
event procurement in the 2nd quarter.
30% (30,000 Nusa) will be distributed in the 3rd quarter to increase the liquidity supply
for Nusa Tenggara on the exchange and for open sales to get additional funds for
developing Nusa Tenggara projects as well as additional costs for the plan to list Nusa
Tenggara on the market.
50% (50,000 nusa) will be distributed in the fourth quarter to supply homeland to the
market where in the fourth quarter our target is that we have Nusa to list in the crypto
market.

The remaining supply of 900,000 NUSA (90%) will be locked for one year and will be used /
distributed gradually from the Issuer wallet for future project and business development plans.
Issuer Wallet to lock the remaining balance of NUSA is:
TTgo3KqQexpox6dT6QaAe77NQ5VpYiQE5q
Or you can also view the NUSA data holder on Tronscan

ROADMAP 2021
Q1
Introducing NUSA to all crypto lovers, listing NUSA on justswap, circulating 10,000 NUSA by
way of pre-sale, giveaway, airdrop and building the NUSA community on social media.
Q2
Build a website as part of a standalone ecosystem plan for NUSA. Conducted 10,000 NUSA
open sales and published Whitepaper-v1.
Q3
Listed NUSA on popular crypto markets such as Poloniex Dex, Vindax and Latoken and reached
a circulation of 100,000 NUSA.
Q4
Starting to build DAPP as part of NUSA's big plan in the future, namely having an independent
ecosystem and becoming a global ranking 100 token.

Why Buy & Hold NUSA?
Of course everyone has their own reasons & judgments why they buy / not buy or even hold a
digital asset (cryptocurrency). Some make it an investment, some buy for profit from trading on
exchanges and other reasons.

Here are 9 reasons why we encourage you to buy NUSA & hold onto it:
1. NUSA was made with a small total supply. In economics, a trade product is increasingly
scarce, the more expensive the price is, for example Bitcoin.
2. NUSA has been listed on JustSwap, justswap itself is a crypto exchange specialized for
the trc20 protocol which is very popular at this time.
3. There is a guarantee of buy back if the price of NUSA dump exceeds 0.6 TRX / 1
NUSA. So the price of NUSA will be stable in the price range of 1 TRX or more.
4. NUSA is a trc20 token (tron blockchain) that is in demand by many people because of its
cheap transaction fees, speed and the TRON ecosystem which has continued to grow
rapidly in recent years. Many people believe the Tron blockchain will be able to compete
with Ethereum.
5. NUSA is a new token for now which is still in the introductory stage so the price is still
very cheap, you can even have 1000 NUSA for only 1000 TRX.
6. The price of NUSA continues to increase every second on the exchange. Even though the
purpose was made only as a token swap but seeing that the demand is great and the price
continues to increase, NUSA is also suitable for short-term and long-term investments.
7. NUSA is a long-term project that will continue to be developed. In time, it is not
impossible that NUSA will become a well-known token like YFI, Dot and others.
8. NUSA is made by experienced blockchain developers and only managed independently
by our team.
9. Circulation is still controlled and guaranteed price intervention if NUSA's price falls
below -1 TRX / 1 NUSA, we will repurchase it so you will not lose if you buy NUSA
today and sell it at a later date.

DEVELOPMENT TEAM
Nusantara Token is a fully independent project, all technical processes, financing in this project
does not involve any party and is fully carried out & authorized by us without interference from
any party.
Click here to see Linkedin profile Agus Saifuddin, developer of Nusantara Token.

Official Media
Twitter: @NUSATokenOfficial
Medium: @NusantaraToken
Telegram: @NusantaraToken
Blog: Nusantara Token News
Email: contact@nusantaratoken.tech

CAUTION
Crypto trading is a high risk activity. Crypto prices are very volatile, price changes up / down
can occur very quickly. It's best to think carefully before deciding to buy or sell Crypto.
Here we do not force anyone to buy or sell NUSA as an investment or for the purpose of seeking
profit from trading. All decisions to buy / not be up to you.

